The LF Edge Landscape is a living document designed for developers, investors, vendors, researchers, and others to use as a resource on the landscape of edge computing. The intent is for the Landscape to be an evolving, interactive map that captures the latest projects, startups, and organizations in the edge computing space. See the interactive landscape at landscape.lfedge.org.

The landscape is a comprehensive overview of the ecosystem, including:
- **Hardware**: Core silicon (CPU / PLC), accelerators (GPU / FPGA / TPU), edge OEMs, wireless & wireline, real estate / land, traditional and non-traditional towers, municipal right of way, services / system integrators.
- **Software**: Security, networking, monitoring, provisioning, virtualization, iaas, physical, other.
- **Platforms**: Communication service provider, CDN & distributed caches, edge PaaS, IoT focused, decentralized.
- **Member Companies**: Premier, general, associate, liaison.

Greyed logos are not open source.